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§ 1.  Introduction.

The following determination of the number of invariants of homogeneous

differential forms of higher degree is, in notation and method, an extension of

the work in my paper on the invariants of quadratic differential forms.f

The result may be stated in the following

Theorem.—The number of invariants of order p. for the general homoge-

neous differential form of degree m in n variables is

(n + p-1)] j (nA-m-iy.     n(n + p) 1

(n - 1)1 pi   \ (n-iy. ml p. + 1    J'        m>

It may be noted that, save for the exceptional cases

7i^2, p, = 0, 1, or 2 ;        and        n = 2, p = 3 ;

this expression gives also the number of invariants of quadratic differential form

(m = 2).|

§ 2. Differential equations of the problem.

The form of degree m in n variables, cc, • • ■ x^, may be written

n       n n

(i) ^> = T, £■•■ T,aiiii--i~dxhdxi,---dx'i-
i,=l <2=1 i„=l

where

ai, <2 . .. im == akx %...*„>

if %,•••%; kx,- • -km are any two permutations of the same set of m indices*

It will be assumed throughout that the discriminant of the form <p, i. e., the

resultant of the n equations

♦ Presented to the Society October 25, 1902.   Received for publication October 29, 1902.
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(2) ^ A)"0' (r-l,»,....>,
does not vanish.

The form is to be subjected to the infinite group of all point transformations

generated by the infinitesimal transformation

(3) Xf=±l(xx...xn)5¿.

To obtain the equations satisfied by the invariants, we must " extend " the

group Xf to the coefficients a and their derivatives. As in the similar work

with quadratic forms, we use the notation

(4) PhU-im"
ô(°l, *,...*.)'

dt
t     _ t_fr

Then we have Çr]l     f      ox, '

X<p=Y, Z ■•• Z <*iii,...imdxhdxh---dxim

n n n m n

(5) + Z)   Z " " * Z ai^...im Z dxn ■ ■ ■ dxi,-idxiM ■ ■ ■ dxi„ Z b,à*r
il=l   i$=l im~l 1=1 r=l r

n        ft n f n       m

= Z    H   ■■Hdxhdxh--- dxim      ahh...ia +  Z    Z «í1...í,_1ri,+1...iJr
i1=l   ij=l im=l ( r=l   1=1 i¡

Hence
- n m

\    ) ai1i,...im==   2-1    Z-i 0!i1<2...ii-ir»i+i...im br-
r=l    1=1 H

The equations for the invariants of order zero are obtained by equating to

zero the coefficients of the ^r[i[ in

(7) Xo/=   Z   Z  •••    Z   aiiH...i„PhH...im-
11=1    i2=l *m=l

§ 3. Enumeration of the equations.

There are n2 of the quantities <fr|„ hence n2 equations. The number of vari-

ables phi¡ im is that of the number of distinct terms in the homogeneous poly-

nomial of degree m in n variables, namely *

_n(n+l)---(» + -ro-l)      (n + w-l)!
W_(w,m) = - -^j- =   (M-l)!m! '

*Cf. Chrystal, Algebra, vol. 2, p. 12.
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We suppose in what follows that

m>2,        ra^2.
Now

and

But

and

For

.        n + m /
(n, m 4- 1) = -fn^ri(n, m),

n 4- m

T^Vm>

.-. in, m + 1) > in, m),

.•. (ti, m) > (ti, 3), m > 3 ,

.-. (n, m) — n2 > (n, 3) — n2,        m>3.

(n,S)-n2=0,        7i=2,

(71, 3) — 7l2>0, 7l>2.

n(n — l)(n — 2)
(n,S)-n2 =

6

(9) .:(n,m) — n2=0,        7i=2,??i=3,

and

( n, m ) — n2 > 0 , n > 2 , ?« 5; 3 .

Hence, whether the equations of order zero are independent or not, there are

certainly, except in the case of the binary cubic, for which n = 2, m = 3, invari-

ants of order zero; and, if the equations of order zero are all independent, there

are precisely

(n, m) — n2

invariants of that order.

Consider now the equations of higher order. In passing from the (p — 1 )th

extension to the pth we add a number of equations equal to the number of

derivatives of order p 4- 1 of the n functions %r, and a number of variables

equal to the number of derivatives of order p of the (n, m) functions

ah*t-:*m'    These numbers are, respectively,

n(n A- p),
n(n,p4-l) = ~¡í + 1    in,p),

and

in, m)-(n, p).
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Hence, if the equations of orders p. — 1 and p. are all independent, the number

of invariants of order p, is

(10, j(n,m)-"^}(„,,).

§ 4. Independence of the equations.

In the enumeration of the invariants of the quadratic differential forms the

independence of the equations was proved step by step in the following manner.

First, it was shown that the equations of order p differ from those of order

p, — 1 in that, first, certain terms are added to those equations, and second, cer-

tain equations are annexed to the system. These annexed equations were

called the final equations of order p. It was shown that the variables in these

equations appear in the equations of no lower order.

Second, it was shown that if all the equations of order p. — 1 are inde-

pendent, and, if the final equations of order p are independent, then all the

equations of order p are independent.

Third, it was shown that if the final equations of order p, — 1 are all inde-

pendent, then the final equations of order p, must be so likewise.

Fourth, it was shown that there exists an order p for which the final equa-

tions are independent, and an order px for which all the equations are inde-

pendent.

In the present problem the proof follows the same lines. Furthermore, the

demonstration of the first three steps in the proof follows almost word for word

the demonstration already given for quadratic forms. It will, therefore, be

omitted here. In the case of quadratic forms, the two parts of the fourth step

required separate demonstration. In the present case the matter is simplified

in that we are able to prove the following

Theorem.— The equations of order zero are, for forms of degree m =0- 3 in

n §; 2 variables, all independent.

As the equations of order zero are likewise the final equations of that order,

the entire fourth step of the proof is covered by this theorem. In the proof it

is convenient, in order to avoid disturbing numerical factors, to write the form

as follows :

(11) 4> = T,   £ • ■ • S bii*,...i.dxhdxh ■ ■ ■ dxim.

Then

(12) X4> - £  £ • • • £ iXbhh..,im)dxhdxhdxim + ± ^±- £ ldxr.
i1=l   ¿2=1 im=l s=l   u \ ""^s ) r=l   r

The coefficient of ^ is { d<b/didxt) } dxr.
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Now the equations for the invariants of order zero are obtained by collecting

those terms of the second part of the above expression for X(f> which are multi-

plied by each of the products dxh ■ ■ ■ dxim, replacing dxh ■ ■ ■ dxim by

(13) ?il...im-=

rearranging the result so as to collect the terms forming the coefficients of the

n2 quantities %sr, and then equating these coefficients to zero. Hence these

equations may be obtained if in the equations

(14) d(jx~)dX'=0, (r,s = l,2,---n),

we replace the product dxh ■■■ dxim by the symbol q^,..im- The matrix of the

coefficients, therefore, which is all that is of importance in the independence

proof, is the same as the matrix of the coefficients in equations (14).

Consider, next, the discriminant of the form tf>. It is the resultant of the n

equations

(15) ¿^b=°< lr = l.»-.).

and may be written as a determinant which includes the matrix of n2 rows and

(n, m) columns arising from the equations

(16) jyLrfa.r=0, (r,. = l, 2, •••»),

together with additional rows and columns.

But in the columns annexed to these n2 rows the elements are all zero.

Suppose the equations of order zero were not all independent. Then all

the determinants of order n2 formed from the matrix of (14) vanish. But in

the resultant all other minors of order n2 formed from these n2 rows contain at

least one column of zeros and therefore vanish. Hence all minors of order n2

formed from these n2 rows of the resultant vanish. Therefore the resultant

itself vanishes. But this resultant is the discriminant of the form, and by

hypothesis it does not vanish. Hence the supposition that the equations of

order zero are not all independent leads to a contradiction and the theorem is

proved.

It follows, then, that the equations of all orders are independent and that,

therefore, the number of invariants of order u is precisely the excess of variables

added over equations added in passing from order ¡i — 1 to order u, namely

(17) {(„„>_•££!} }<„,,).
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§5.  Simultaneous forms.

The extension to simultaneous forms is obvious.    There are for p forms

i         \\    /          \     ninA-p)\       .         ,f    [,         .      n(n4-p,)~\in,p.)^pin,m)~   ^ + 1    | = (n, p) |j> j^(n, m)-^+1    J

(18)

+ 0-1)^^}
invariants of order p.    Of these

(">) ,[(»,-,-î^±f>](»,,.)
are invariants of the p separate forms, while the remaining

(20) (i-l)*^±f»(„,,)

are true simultaneous invariants which may be taken as invariants of the p — 1

pairs of forms obtained by associating any given form with the remaining

p — 1 in succession.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston,

October 1, 1902.


